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ReplicatorG is a free G-code generator for 3D printing. G-code is the main program language used by the majority of 3D printers. Although G-code is simple to learn and use, the process of issuing commands is rather complex for newcomers. ReplicatorG aims to help users overcome this issue. In ReplicatorG you can assemble and edit G-code scripts which will be executed on
your 3D printer. Features: Generate and edit G-code scripts Create your own G-code scripts with the help of a simple graphical editor. The interface is extremely intuitive and allows you to make changes in a few seconds. Preview effects By enabling the “Preview” function of a script, you can see how the product will look like as a printed object. Simply move the cursor over the
model and you will see the preview effect. Save scripts as files Once a script is fully assembled, you can save it as a file to have it available offline. Of course, since a G-code file is just a collection of commands, it can also be edited. Make your own scripts If you like what you see, you can use the built-in editor to make a G-code script of your own. You just have to press the “Make
script” button and the script is automatically assembled. File formats supported ReplicatorG can issue g-code files for RepRap, Makerbot, Ultimaker, JX-Z, and Delta printers. Build a model In order to test the features, we prepared a few free models to download. This is definitely a great way to see ReplicatorG in action. Download ReplicatorG Download ReplicatorG for Windows
7, 8, 8.1 or 10 Download ReplicatorG for Linux and other systems We would like to extend our special thanks to: Tengoku have been creating the best 2D animations for years and their help and support has been invaluable to us. We are also grateful to Matt Melvin for creating the mashing machine and Lee Jones for the laser cutter projects. 20 High resolution 3D renders for $9.99
each. Add to cart for $19.99 (inc $4.99) Kelvin Jones This article is free to download. Visit the blog, read it and give your honest opinion. We love getting feedback from our readers, so let us know
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KeyM Macro editor for Windows. KeyM is intended for users who want a powerful macro editor that looks beautiful, simple and yet powerful. KeyM is rich with macros of all kinds. You can type a command on a keyboard, create a macro program, record it and create something that you can execute with a single mouse click. With KeyM, you can do the following things easily: Edit macros visually; - Edit macros with no special knowledge; - Create macros; - Run macros; - Perform all the possible calculations in macros; - Perform all the possible calculations in macros with the use of formulas; - Extract selected part of the information from various texts. It's very easy and fast. KeyM can open macro files (.wm) of many
formats:.wm3,.wm4,.wm5,.wm6,.wm7,.wm8,.wm9,.wmx,.wma,.wmv. It can play the recorded macros. KeyM can play WM3 files, or WM4 files with extended format. If a WM4 file is opened in KeyM and with an unknown WM4 extension, it can be opened with the Windows Media Player. It means that WM4 files with this extension can be played with KeyM. KeyM can work
with not only WM3 and WM4 files, but also with WM5 files. It can open WM5 files and play them. The WM5 format supports the “Extended” mode of WM3 files, that is extended WM3 files. KeyM is a free software that can be freely distributed to anyone. You can use it for yourself, share it with other people, use it for your commercial and non-commercial projects. Supported
file formats: WM3 (used for WM3), WM4 (used for WM4), WM5 (used for WM5), WM6 (used for WM6), WM7 (used for WM7), WM8 (used for WM8), WM9 (used for WM9), WMX (used for WMX), WMA (used for WMA), WV (used for WV), VOB (used for VOB). WMF (used for WMF) is not supported. KeyM is a very fast program. The conversion of WM3 to WM4 or
WM4 to WM5 is as quick as converting WM3 to WM4. KeyM can run 81e310abbf
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-G-code, the programming language of the RepRap and CNC 3D printers -3D printer or CNC machine -G-code builder for RepRap -Single-user software -Last updated on Sep 16, 2015 -- Download ReplicatorG in English, There is no charge for downloading or using ReplicatorG, but if you like ReplicatorG you can help support its development by leaving a donation. Thanks to
everyone who supports ReplicatorG with a donation! Note: ReplicatorG is freeware, and the source code is included. ReplicatorG is designed to be as easy to use as possible. Any suggestions for changes and improvements are welcome. ReplicatorG is distributed under the GNU GPL (GNU General Public License). For legal problems, please contact "replicongen@gmail.com"
Other replicator gen versions: ReplicatorG 2.0 ReplicatorG 1.6 ReplicatorG 1.5 ReplicatorG 1.4 ReplicatorG 1.3 ReplicatorG 1.2 ReplicatorG 1.1 ReplicatorG 1.0 ReplicatorG 0.9 ReplicatorG 0.8 ReplicatorG 0.7 ReplicatorG 0.6 ReplicatorG 0.5 ReplicatorG 0.4 ReplicatorG 0.3 ReplicatorG 0.2 ReplicatorG 0.1 ReplicatorG 0.0 -- ReplicatorG 2.0 ReplicatorG 1.6 ReplicatorG 1.5
ReplicatorG 1.4 ReplicatorG 1.3 ReplicatorG 1.2 ReplicatorG 1.1 ReplicatorG 1.0 ReplicatorG 0.9 ReplicatorG 0.8 ReplicatorG 0.7 ReplicatorG 0.6 ReplicatorG 0.5 ReplicatorG 0.4 ReplicatorG 0.3 ReplicatorG 0.2 ReplicatorG 0.1 ReplicatorG 0.0 -- ReplicatorG 2.0 ReplicatorG 1.6 ReplicatorG 1.5 ReplicatorG 1.4 ReplicatorG 1.3 Repl

What's New in the ReplicatorG?
ReplicatorG is designed to help users in issuing commands to their RepRap or CNC machines. The program supports most common 3D printers and new firmware can be uploaded via a built-in function. A simple interface for a not-so-simple program ReplicatorG features a very nice interface, which really helps first-timers. Intuitive and large buttons decorate the upper part of the
main window and allow for basic operations to be made, without having to access the bulkier menus. The software features a very useful preview panel that not only informs users of how the output file will look like, but also allows them to apply complex effects, like “Move”, “Rotate”, “Scale” and “Mirror”. This feature is great both for making last minute improvements to the
product, but also for fine-tuning certain issues that might become evident only in a 3D environment. Plenty of room for improvements with GCode scripts These things being said, the real punch of the application comes when accessing the menus. Although the utility requires a Python interpreter in order to build and assemble GCode lines, one can, nonetheless, write new scripts or
edit existing ones. This is great for testing new commands. However, it is not always a simple task, and users can get some inspiration from the scripts already available. If this all sounds very complicated, less tech-savvy users will find the example STL files very intuitive. Indeed, just moving or rotating the example skull or snake gives a real feel of the power of the application. A
notable resource Summing up, this is a great utility for people who embody at least these two characteristics: a good knowledge of GCode and possession of a 3D printer. Others might find the example 3D files interesting to play around with, but, then again, that is missing the whole point of the utility. Description: Remake the world's first 3D printer, the RepRap. This project is a
modification to the RepRap 3D printer that allows users to operate the printer via mouse. Description: In the upcoming version of ReplicatorG, it will be possible to print firmware directly from Python code. Description: The ReplicatorG graphical interface features a cleaner and more efficient user interface, which allows users to update firmware while on the RepRap and save
time in the process. Description: Scalable STL files are delivered with ReplicatorG. It has also a new 3D preview function, which can be used to compare models using Windows Explorer or any other viewer. Description: ReplicatorG is a graphical interface for the G-code language. The software allows users to program their Rep
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System Requirements For ReplicatorG:
• DirectX 11 • OpenGL 4.3 • 4GB of RAM • Windows 7 or newer (Windows 8, 8.1, and 10 are not supported) • 1 GB video RAM • 128 MB VRAM • 1GB VRAM for the video card • 1 GHz or higher CPU • Windows 7 or newer (Windows 8, 8.1, and 10 are not supported) • DirectX 11 • OpenGL 4.3 • 4GB of RAM • Windows 7 or newer (Windows 8, 8.1,
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